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Cities By Design The Social
A new exhibition at Het Nieuwe Instituut highlights disruptive design ideas in pursuit of an equitable society through immersive installations Het Nieuwe Instituut in Rotterdam has opened a new ...
Exploring 100 years of radical Dutch social design
It’s not enough to have a fantastic flat — it needs to be in fantastic surroundings.” Gehl’s research into early modern Italian cities, as well as contemporary metropolises such as New York and London ...
How Singapore Is Rethinking the Future of Mixed-Use City Living
Liu Thai Ker, chairman of Morrow Architects & Planners; Cheong Koon Hean, chair of the Lee Kuan Yew Centre for Innovative Cities; Cheng Hsing Yao, CEO of GuocoLand Group; and panel moderator Seek Ngee ...
No need to overhaul cities for post-Covid world, say urban design experts
Official pictures of Manchester City’s 2021/2022 third kit have been leaked on Thursday, and the design has not gone down well with many supporters.
Man City 2021/2022 Third Kit 'Official' Images Leaked
Getting and staying ahead of threat actors means knowing the cybersecurity landscape. This month, that means more ransomware and folding security into design.
July 2021 Security Intelligence Roundup: Ransomware, Security by Design and How to Analyze in Windows With Frida
After being postponed by the pandemic, the President’s Design Award 2020, awarded the country’s highest design accolades to 11 recipients at the Istana, ...
9 Design of the Year winners of President’s Design Award 2020
Maybe you’re tired of a room in your home and feel like it could use a spruce up but do not know where to start? Well, just like fashion trends go in and out of style, so do interior design ...
Interior Design Hacks: What’s Haute & What’s Not With Scheer & Co.
This Franklin entrepreneur is bringing a new trend to the area with her latest business plan: luxury picnics. It's exactly as it sounds — Picnics, but luxurious. Charcuterie boards, chocolate covered ...
Luxury Picnics: Meet The Woman Behind This New Franklin Business
Along with some public meetings and other engagement, including with Lubbock developers, the modules have been online for public comment. As the project moves into its final stages and final drafts, ...
City struggles to gather Lubbock citizen input on updated regulations
With $7.8 million in new state funding, group of 13 cities tackles homelessness, re-entry and youth violence prevention together.
New money fuels north county effort to blend police, community groups to tackle social issues
The design gurus behind the Marble Arch Mound, Dutch architects MVRDV, have previously been slammed by critics for their controversial designs, including 9/11-style towers in South Korea.
Two exploding 9/11-style towers, post-Hurricane Katrina houses bent double and block of flats with a hole in it: See the other buildings dreamed up by the design gurus behind ...
Washington, D.C., has become the latest city to reimpose a mask mandate, even for people who are fully vaccinated. The new policy, which Mayor Muriel Bowser announced Thursday, will require everyone ...
D.C. Is the Latest City to Reimpose Its Mask Mandate for the Vaccinated
Milla & Partner presents four scenarios aimed at expanding museum communities, maximizing individual experiences and co-created spaces.
What should the exhibition experience be like post-pandemic?
The rumors are true,” owners of a popular Salt Lake City bar announced. The Tavernacle Social Club — best known for its dueling piano ...
‘Thank you for the memories’: Salt Lake City piano bar closing down
Three retailers have been granted preliminary acceptance for cannabis licenses in Fresno. The retailers, which have not yet been named, will be notified on Friday, Fresno City Manager Thomas Esqueda ...
Three cannabis retailers are one step closer to opening in Fresno. Here are the details
The Stevens Initiative announced its support of Uniting for Change, a virtual exchange program between middle and high school students in the United States and Jordan, implemented by the Asia Society ...
CGE Receives Grant from the Stevens Initiative to Connect Students in the U.S. and Jordan through Virtual Exchange
Redeem a canvas specially designed by talented individuals from MINDS Social Enterprise when you shop at City Square Mall!
Redeem a Special Totebag When You Shop at City Square Mall!
Zhengzhou’s much-hyped smart city systems, which were supposed to help planners with urban management and safety, have come under heavy scrutiny after recent floods wreaked havoc with city ...
China floods: Smart city system capabilities called into question after rainstorms wreak havoc in Zhengzhou
Nothing could prepare our highly girded loins for the very first promotional photo from the eagerly anticipated Sex and the City revival. The post The ‘Sex And The City’ revival has towering shoes to ...
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